
A training course that stands out from the rest.

• Class Size: 

The smart user of Microsoft EXCEL really outshines the rest. Today, most organisations work and operate using 
critical data on EXCEL, but few people utilise the product to its full potential. It’s impossible to know what 
you’re missing out on without understanding the full potential of what EXCEL can do.At the completion of 
the course, you will receive a certificate from EuroCham validating your achievement. 

On EXCEL’s ribbon, you have the “Home” tab, “Insert”, “Data” etc. Most are familiar with Sort & Filter, 
but these make up 4 out of 33 buttons on the data tab in Modern Excel and very few users have used 
anything else. Some like “Data validation” or “Flash fill” or “Group” can be useful to absolutely every daily
Excel user, but since none of us have heard the names, we probably will never look these up on Google 
either.

15 students per class max. to enhance personal attention

Microsoft EXCEL today is as changed from what it was 20 years ago as our Smart phones are today.  
There are very few courses that demonstrate the new, game changing features the latest versions 
offer - Iike the simple yet powerful Flash Fill which uses Artificial Intelligence (Al) to help optimise work.

For this course, our chosen EuroCham trainer has taught Microsoft Office to over 3,000 participant 
globally. David is a Microsoft Excel MVP implying he is considered by Microsoft to be in the top 100 or 
so Excel people in the world, and has a technology related YouTube channel with over 8000 
subscribers. David won't teach you all 460 functions in Excel but will pick and choose the tools that will 
make most regular users' day job more efficient, with fewer errors and efficient designs. He will teach 
you methods to unlock EXCEL's full potential, update you on the recent enhancements of Microsoft 
EXCEL and train you on how to utilise those enhancements to be more efficient in your everyday EXCEL 
use.  

WHY TAKE THIS TRAINING COURSE?
Work smarter, not harder.

I know EXCEL - when I need more, I’ll Google the rest? Not Really!

.  Applicable to anyone who uses Excel 3+ hours per week. This could include Entrepreneurs, bankers, accountants, researchers, HR, management or any  
     other role, if they use Excel regularly. Training would be conducted in English. Equipment: As this is a very interactive hands on course, participants should bring their laptop

WHO IS THIS COURSE FOR?
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DAY 1 AGENDA
Session 1: Exploring Data

DAY 2 AGENDA
Session 3: Functions: Learn the Power of Excel’s Super’s Functions

Session 2: Data Set Up

This is a two-day training course consecutively conducted for participants to practice and implement 
what they have learned in both days. The course is practical and has been created to showcase the 
most useful and impactful EXCEL features. Each session is specialised on effective data set up, 
exploration, analysis and presentation.

COURSE SPECIFICS:
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Our trainer has been a Microsoft EXCEL MVP since 2020. He has been recognised by Microsoft as 
being in the top 100 or so Excel experts in the world, he is in regular contact with the Microsoft Excel 
development team and the other MVP's who drive almost all Excel blogs, books, forums and tutorial 
channels and has a technology related YouTube channel of his own with over 8000 subscribers. 
David is passionate about understanding updates across business tech, making this a key focus of 
the dozens of webinars he provides each year globally and the blogs he writes, such as a quarterly 
update to business software.

David founded a data consulting & training firm Xlconsulting in Cambodia which focuses on helping 
organisations with Excel & similar software through where he has trained over 3,000 on Excel & other 
business software and has consulted with over 100 organisations.

ABOUT THE TRAINER:
Microsoft Excel MVP | Data consulting expert | Chartered accountant

Training Fee: 
Member price: $265
Non-member price: $315

For further inquiries, please contact below:  

Email:  market.analyst3@eurocham-cambodia.org
Phone: +855 (0) 10 887 950

Ms. Neth Chanmonyneath 
FOR MORE INFO:


